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A  [Track 07] Listen to four conversations. Write T (true) or F (false). 

1. Rick and Lisa disagree about soap operas. ____ 

2. Mark thinks game shows are exciting. ____ 

3. Cindy doesn’t like talk shows. ____ 

4. Mary is watching a documentary about Mexico tonight. ____ 

 A  _______ / 8 points (2 points each)  

B Complete the paragraph with the correct words and phrases  
from the box. 

commercials fast-forward record remote control reruns skip 

Many people prefer new movies, but I enjoy _____________________ of old  

black-and-white movies on TV. They’re often on after midnight on weekdays, 

but I can’t watch TV then. I usually _____________________ the movies, 

and then I watch them on the weekends. I enjoy this because I can  

_____________________ through the boring _____________________. 

There’s just one problem. Sometimes I can’t find the _____________________, 

and then I can’t _____________________ the boring parts! 

 B  _______ / 6 points (1 point each)  

C Complete the conversation with the present continuous and the words 
in parentheses. Use short answers where needed and contractions 
where possible. 

A: What ____________________________ (you / do) this weekend? 

B: ____________________________ (I / stay) home to watch the soccer games  

 on TV. What about you? ____________________________ (you / stay) home? 

A: No, ____________________________ (I). ____________________________ (I / visit)  

 my brother Bob in Miami. ____________________________ (he / have) a big party 

 to celebrate his birthday. 

B: Sounds like fun. ____________________________ (your parents / go) with you? 

A: Yes, ____________________________ (we / drive) from Orlando on Friday. 

 C  _______ / 16 points (2 points each)  
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Total Score
_______ / 50 points
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D Circle the correct verb form to complete each sentence. If both answers 
are correct, circle both verb forms. 

1. I like to listen / listening to the radio. 

2. I dislike watching / to watch reality shows. 

3. Chris prefers playing / to play computer games. 

4. We want seeing / to see our friends on TV tonight. 

5. Mandy hopes meeting / to meet her favorite actor one day. 

6. Sue and Helen enjoy talking / to talk about soap operas. 

 D  _______ / 6 points (1 point each)  

E Circle the correct sentence to complete each conversation. 

1. A: Documentaries are usually boring. B: I agree. / I disagree. I think you can learn a lot from them. 

2. A: Soap operas are fun. B: I think so, too. / I don’t really agree. I never watch them. 

3. A: The news isn’t very interesting today. B: I agree with you. / I’m afraid I disagree. It’s really boring. 

4. A: This sitcom is great. B: I think so, too. / I’m afraid I disagree. I love it! 

 E  _______ / 4 points (1 point each)  

F Read the online chat between Neil and Rob. Write T (true) or F (false). 

 

1. Rob is eating out tonight. ____ 4. Rob never watches reality shows. ____ 

2. Neil is having dinner at his brother’s house. ____ 5. Neil enjoys reality shows, but Rob doesn’t. ____ 

3. Rob and Neil disagree about sitcoms. ____ 

 F  _______ / 10 points (2 points each)  
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